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Words from "Ulysses" by ALFRED LORD TENNYSON (1842)
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*Also available: SATB (A2218)
Though much is taken, though much is
taken, though much is taken, much a-

quickly, with energy

bides.

quickly, with energy

with confidence

And though we are not
now that strength which in old days, in old days, in

old days moved earth and heav’n,

And

though we are not now that strength which in old days, which in

And though we are not now that strength which in old days,
old days, which in old days moved earth and heav'n,

old days, which in days moved earth and heav'n,

poco a poco dim.
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That which we are, we are, that which we are, we are,

That which we are, we are, that which we

p poco a poco dim.
that which we are, we are, that which we are, we
are, we are, that which we are, that which we are.

One equal temper of heroic hearts, made

\textit{a tempo}
weak,

made weak by time and fate.

made weak,

unis p

But strong in will to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

but strong in will to strive, to seek,
find, and not to yield. but strong in will to

but strong in will, strong in will,

strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

For we are strong in will, to
strive, to seek, to seek, to find, to strive, to seek, to

allargando

find, and not to yield, not to yield,

allargando

with great drama

not to yield, We shall not yield!